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Supplementary figure S1 - Chemical composition of the main mineral phases for the recognized 
four phases of the Vesuvius 1944 eruption. Phenocrysts show homogeneous compositions 
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Supplementary figure S2 – Paper recordings of the O.A.M. seismometer from March 21 18:00 to March 23 
20:58. The eruptive phases are annotated. !!!!!!!!!!!
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In#the#following#we#attach#the#digital#scans#of#the#pages#87494#and#1174141#of#Imbò#(1952)#and# the# cover# page# of# the# volume# “Sesta# serie,# volume# primo”# of# Annali# dell’Osservatorio#Vesuviano.# They# contain#Quadro' IV' and' Quadro' X,# the# tables# from#which# the# amplitudes#shown#in#figure#2,#3#and#4#are#taken.#
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